
A focus on Fiber in Austria 

from the view of the municipalities
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….in the history ….

➢ the Post&Telekom Austria (former POST) was a „monopolist“ – using
the copper lines as long as possible

➢ and in practice everyone (also majors) always asked, called oder 
questioned „the POST“ belonging to telephone matters or internet

➢ so the information of the Austrian Telekom was „the bible“ and 
everlasting rule……..

➢ and the technical standard and developement of the Post&Telekom
Austria was „the bar“

….the effects have been….

➢ the „revolution“ to ftth came first only from „alternative investors“-
and it was in the beginning a „weak revolution“

➢ Only now – since a few years there is more „competition“

➢ And recently there is a lot of investors money – additional to the
fundings - on the way
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….therefore now municipalities are very welcomed partners for

telco´s….

➢ because the support of the municipalities helps a lot during

implementation

➢ The municipal support brings more funding from BBA2030

➢ And the municipal support brings a significantly higher takerate

….on the other hand municipalities have 3 requirements to

telecommunication companies….

➢ there must be a guarantee on a 100% extension of the ftth network 

➢ a financial support by the municipalitíes is not allowed

➢ the companies must built an Open Access Network (OAN)

…by now there are about 5-8 great companies trying to built up

greater networks in lower austria;
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….so actually we prepare the majors to reach the best negotiations

with telco´s for their communities – and especially an 100% 

expansion in the rural areas…; We do this

➢ with meetings

➢ with consultation

➢ with legal advice

….in order to generate a comprehensive understanding of ftth

➢ to accelerate implementation

➢ to combine different infrastructures (water, sewage)

➢ to optimize financing

➢ To optimize the completion
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How we manage our greatest challenge: ftth for every

household – also in totally rural areas in Austria

➢ Assisting telco´s to reach takerates, that allow the expansion - for

example - with preliminary contracts

➢ Supporting telco´s, to get fundings from the state

➢ Building ourselves in very unfavorable areas and lease the network 

afterwards to the providers – whereby the network planning is a 

common task

➢ Building the whole network ourselves in the municipalities and lease 

the operation


